Incorporation of pharmacokinetics in noncancer risk assessment: example with chloropentafluorobenzene.
Noncancer risk assessment traditionally relies on applied dose measures, such as concentration in inhaled air or in drinking water, to characterize no-effect levels or low-effect levels in animal experiments. Safety factors are then incorporated to address the uncertainties associated with extrapolating across species, dose levels, and routes of exposure, as well as to account for the potential impact of variability of human response. A risk assessment for chloropentafluorobenzene (CPFB) was performed in which a physiologically based pharmacokinetic model was employed to calculate an internal measure of effective tissue dose appropriate to each toxic endpoint. The model accurately describes the kinetics of CPFB in both rodents and primates. The model calculations of internal dose at the no-effect and low-effect levels in animals were compared with those calculated for potential human exposure scenarios. These calculations were then used in place of default interspecies and route-to-route safety factors to determine safe human exposure conditions. Estimates of the impact of model parameter uncertainty, as estimated by a Monte Carlo technique, also were incorporated into the assessment. The approach used for CPFB is recommended as a general methodology for noncancer risk assessment whenever the necessary pharmacokinetic data can be obtained.